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Pay attention. Our only role in this world is to be awake. Consciously do things to bring yourself into the moment. If you’re with someone and not paying attention, stop and zone in on that person and be with them fully. Start to eliminate background noises and sights until it’s just you and them. If this is difficult, while you’re alone, practise removing other senses so you begin to focus on one thing. Close your eyes for a minute and focus on a single noise or cover your ears and look at a single object.
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Martin Glaberman, “Mao as a Dialectician”. 283. *Part IX - Totality and Ironically, Engels himself in the same boo  ...
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Substance (objective reality) but as Subject (Mind) we can tackle . antithesis to confront it; and its action consists  ...
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In this brilliant work, first published in 1936, Sydney Hook seeks to resolve one of the classic problems of European in  ...
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"This meticulous translation...offers a penetrating glimpse into certain uncharted waters in the development of German t  ...
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Slavoj Žižek’s masterwork on the Hegelian legacy.For the last two centuries, Western philosophy has developed in the  ...
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Hegel's enduring importance lies in the fact that his philosophy sheds light on many contemporary problems; his concepti  ...
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Few thinkers are more controversial in the history of philosophy than Hegel. He has been dismissed as a charlatan and ob  ...
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In the most influential chapter of his most important philosophical work, the Phenomenology of Spirit, Hegel makes the c  ...
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Hegel's Elements of the Philosophy of Right, one of the classic texts of German Idealism, is a seminal work of legal, so  ...
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“ Why complain about yesterday, when you can make a better tomorrow by making the most of today? ” ― Anonymous



 Ask yourself: What events from my past are hindering my ability to live in the present? Next
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